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Gerbes of chiral differential operators. III
Vassily Gorbounov, Fyodor Malikov, Vadim Schechtman
Introduction
This note is a sequel to [GII]. Its aim is to ”switch on an exterior vector bundle”
into the framework of op. cit.
Let X be a smooth scheme over a fixed ground ring k containing 1/2 and E be
a vector bundle (i.e. a locally free OX -module) of finite rank over X . Consider
the exterior algebra ΛE = ⊕
rk(E)
i=0 Λ
iE (over OX); this is a sheaf of commutative
superalgebras over X , where by definition OX is purely even and the parity of a
component ΛiE is equal to the parity of i.
In this note we study the chiral counterparts of the sheaf DΛE of superalgebras
of differential operators acting on ΛE. Similarly to op. cit., these chiral sheaves
of differential operators on ΛE exist locally and are by no means unique; the cor-
responding categories form a champ en groupoids DΛE over X , called the gerbe of
chiral differential operators on ΛE.
Our first main result (see Theorem 5.9) says that the characteristic class c(DΛE)
lies in the second hypercohomology group H2(X ; Ω
[2,3〉
X ) (i.e. in the same group
where c(DX) lies) and is equal to
c(DΛE) = c(ΘX/k)− c(E) = c(Ω
1
X/k)− c(E) (0.1)
where c(E) is the ”Atiyah-Chern-Simons” class defined in [GII], 7.6. Here ΘX/k
is the tangent bundle. Recall that Ω
[2,3〉
X denotes the length 1 complex of sheaves
Ω2X/k −→ Ω
3,closed
X/k , with Ω
2
X/k living in degree 0.
As usually, we obtain in fact a stronger statement, namely the equality (0.1) ”on
the level of cocycles”. As a corollary of this, we conclude that for E = ΘX/k or
E = Ω1X/k our gerbes admit a canonical global section. In other words, there exist
canonically defined the sheaves of chiral do DchΛΘX and D
ch
Ω·
X
.
Section 6 is devoted to the study of the last sheaf, which is nothing but (the
underlying sheaf of) chiral de Rham complex from [MSV]. We obtain the trans-
formation laws of 4 local generators of N = 2 supersymmetry Q, J,G and L, see
Theorem 6.25. In particular, the component Q0 of the field Q(z) is a globally de-
fined square zero derivation of DchΩ·
X
, which is the chiral de Rham differential from
op. cit.
This completes an alternative construction of the chiral de Rham complex sketched
in Section 6 of [MSV]. Its difference from the original construction is that it does
not use Wick theorem and the arguments of ”formal geometry”.
1
2In the last section we show that as a simple consequence of the Poincare´-Birkhoff-
Witt theorem for DchΩ·
X
and the Lefschetz fixed point theorem one gets a ”moonshine
style” formula, cf. Theorem 7.9.
The work was done while V.S. visited IHES. He is grateful to the Institute for
the excellent working atmosphere.
§1. Preliminaries
1.1. We keep the assumptions of [GII]. We assume that the ground ring k con-
tains 1/2. For a k-supermodule M , we denote by M ev (resp. Modd) the submodule
of even (resp. odd) elements, so that M = M ev ⊕Modd. For a homogeneous ele-
ment a ∈ M , we denote by p(a) ∈ Z/2Z its parity. When we speak about graded
k-supermodules M = ⊕i∈I Mi we imply that the I-grading is compatible with the
parity, i.e. Mx = ⊕i M
x
i where M
x
i = M
x ∩Mi, x = ev or odd.
Let A be a commutative k-superalgebra. A Lie superalgebroid over A is a Lie su-
peralgebra over k equipped with a structure of an A-module, such that the identities
[GII] (0.2.1) and (0.2.2) hold true.
1.2. A Z≥0-graded vertex superalgebra (over k) is a Z≥0-graded k-supermodule
V = ⊕i≥0 Vi equipped with a distinguished even vector 1 ∈ V0 (vacuum vector)
and a family of bilinear operations
(n) : V × V −→ V, n ∈ Z,
such that
p(a(n)b) = p(a) + p(b); Vi(n)Vj ⊂ Vi+j−n−1 (1.2.1)
The following properties must hold:
1(n)a = δn,−1a; a(n)1 = 0 for n ≥ 0, a(−1)1 = a (1.2.2)
and
∞∑
j=0
(
m
j
)
(a(n+j)b)(m+l−j)c =
=
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
n
j
){
a(m+n−j)b(l+j)c− (−1)
n+p(a)p(b)b(n+l−j)a(m+j)c
}
(1.2.3)
for all m,n, l ∈ Z. A particular case of (1.2.3) corresponding to m = 0:
(a(n)b)(l)c =
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
n
j
){
a(n−j)b(l+j)c− (−1)
n+p(a)p(b)b(n+l−j)a(j)c
}
(1.2.4)
Setting n = l = −1 we get
(a(−1)b)(−1)c =
∞∑
j=0
{
a(−1−j)b(−1+j)c+ (−1)
p(a)p(b)b(−2−j)a(j)c
}
(1.2.5)
3In the sequel we shall work only with Z≥0-graded vertex superalgebras, and call
them simply vertex superalgebras. This Z≥0-grading will be called the grading by
conformal weight.
1.3. Let V be a vertex superalgebra. The even operators ∂(j) : V −→ V
of degree j (j ∈ Z≥0) are defined in the same manner as in [GII], (0.5.5), and
they satisfy [GII], (0.5.7), (0.5.8), (0.5.10) and (0.5.11). The ”supercommutativity”
formula reads as
a(n)b = (−1)
n+p(a)p(b)+1
∑
j≥0
(−1)j∂(j)(b(n+j)a) (1.3.1)
and we have the usual OPE formula
[a(m), b(n)] =
∑
j≥0
(
m
j
)
(a(j)b)(m+n−j) (1.3.2)
where in the left hand side stands the supercommutator
[a(m), b(n)] := a(m)b(n) − (−1)
p(a)p(b)b(n)a(m) (1.3.3)
§2. Vertex Superalgebroids
2.1. An extended Lie superalgebroid (over A) is a quintuple T = (A, T,Ω, ∂, 〈, 〉)
where T is a Lie superalgebroid over A, Ω is an A-module equipped with a structure
of a module over the Lie superalgebra T , ∂ : A −→ Ω an even A-derivation and a
morphism of T -modules, 〈, 〉 : T × Ω −→ A is an even A-bilinear pairing.
The following identities must be true (a ∈ A, τ, ν ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω):
〈τ, ∂a〉 = τ(a) (2.1.1)
τ(aω) = τ(a)ω + (−1)p(τ)p(a)aτ(ω) (2.1.2)
(aτ)(ω) = aτ(ω) + 〈τ, ω〉∂a (2.1.3)
τ(〈ν, ω〉) = 〈[τ, ν], ω〉+ (−1)p(τ)p(ν)〈ν, τ(ω)〉 (2.1.4)
For example to a Lie superalgebroid T one associates canonically an extended
superalgebroid with Ω = HomA(T,A), as in [GII], 1.2.
2.2. De Rham - Chevalley complex. Let T = (A, T,Ω, . . . ) be an extended
Lie A-superalgebroid. Let us define A-modules Ωi = Ωi(T ), i ∈ Z≥0, as follows.
Set Ω0 = A, Ω1 = Ω. For i ≥ 2, Ωi is the submodule of the module of A-polylinear
homomorphisms h from T i−1 to Ω such that the function 〈τ1, h(τ2, . . . , τi)〉 is skew
symmetric (in the graded sense) with respect to all permutations of (τ1, . . . , τi).
For example, if T is associated with a Lie superalgebroid T as above then Ωi =
HomA(Λ
i
AT,A).
4Let us define the even maps dDR = d
i
DR : Ω
i −→ Ωi+1 as follows. For i = 0 we
set dDRa = −∂a. For i ≥ 1 we set
dDRh(τ1, . . . , τi) = dLieh(τ1, . . . , τi)− (−1)
p(h)p(τ1)∂〈τ1, h(τ2, . . . , τi)〉 (2.2.1)
where
dLieh(τ1, . . . , τi) =
i∑
j=1
(−1)j+1+p(τj)(p(τ1)+...+p(τj−1))τj(h(τ1, . . . , τ̂j , . . . , τi))+
+
∑
1≤j<l≤i
(−1)j+l+p(τj)(p(τ1)+...+p(τj−1))+p(τl)(p(τ1)+...+p̂(τj)+...+p(τl−1))×
×h([τj , τl], τ1, . . . , τ̂j , . . . , τ̂l, . . . , τi) (2.2.2)
For example,
dDRω(τ) = (−1)
p(ω)p(τ)
{
τ(ω)− ∂〈τ, ω〉
}
, (2.2.3)
for ω ∈ Ω1 = Ω; and
dDRh(τ1, τ2) = −h([τ1, τ2]) + (−1)
p(h)p(τ1)τ1(h(τ2))−
−(−1)p(τ2)(p(h)+p(τ1)τ2(h(τ1))− (−1)
p(h)p(τ1)∂〈τ1, h(τ2)〉, (2.2.4)
for h ∈ Ω2.
Let us introduce the action of the Lie algebra T on the modules Ωi by
τ(h)(τ1, . . . , τi−1) = τ(h(τ1, . . . , τi−1))−
−
i−1∑
j=1
(−1)p(τ)(p(τ1)+...+p(τj−1))h(τ1, . . . , [τ, τj ], . . . , τi) (2.2.5)
Let us define the convolution operators 〈τ, ·〉 : Ωi −→ Ωi−1 by
〈τ, h〉(τ1, . . . , τi−2〉 = (−1)
p(τ)p(h)h(τ, τ1, . . . , τi−2) (2.2.6)
The maps {diDR} may be characterized as a unique collection of maps such that
d0DR = −∂ and the Cartan formula
τ(h) = 〈τ, dDRh〉+ dDR〈τ, h〉 (2.2.7)
holds true.
The maps dDR commute with the action of T . One checks that d
2
DR = 0, so we
get a complex (Ω•(T ), dDR) called the de Rham-Chevalley complex of T .
2.3. A vertex superalgebroid is a septuple A = (A, T,Ω, ∂, γ, 〈 , 〉, c) where A
is a supercommutative k-algebra, T is a Lie superalgebroid over A, Ω is an A-
module equipped with an action of the Lie superalgebra T , ∂ : A −→ Ω is an even
derivation commuting with the T -action,
〈 , 〉 : (T ⊕ Ω)× (T ⊕ Ω) −→ A
5is a supersymmetric even k-bilinear pairing equal to zero on Ω × Ω and such that
TA = (A, T,Ω, ∂, 〈 , 〉|T×Ω) is an extended Lie superalgebroid over A; c : T ×T −→
Ω is a skew supersymmetric even k-bilinear pairing and γ : A×T −→ Ω is an even
k-bilinear map.
The following axioms must hold (a, b ∈ A; τ, τi ∈ T ):
γ(a, bτ) = γ(ab, τ)− aγ(b, τ)−
−(−1)p(τ)(p(a)+p(b))τ(a)∂b − (−1)p(a)p(b)+p(τ)p(a)+p(τ)p(b)τ(b)∂a (A1)
〈aτ1, τ2〉 = a〈τ1, τ2〉+ 〈γ(a, τ1), τ2〉 − (−1)
p(a)(p(τ1)+p(τ2))τ1τ2(a) (A2)
c(aτ1, τ2) = ac(τ1, τ2) + γ(a, [τ1, τ2])−
−(−1)p(τ2)(p(τ1)+p(a))γ(τ2(a), τ1) + (−1)
p(τ2)(p(τ1)+p(a))τ2(γ(a, τ1))−
−(−1)p(a)(p(τ1)+p(τ2))
1
2
〈τ1, τ2〉∂a+ (−1)
p(a)(p(τ1)+p(τ2))
1
2
∂τ1τ2(a)−
−(−1)p(τ2)(p(a)+p(τ1))
1
2
∂〈τ2, γ(a, τ1)〉 (A3)
〈[τ1, τ2], τ3〉+ (−1)
p(τ1)p(τ2)〈τ2, [τ1, τ3]〉 = τ1(〈τ2, τ3〉)−
−(−1)p(τ1)p(τ2)
1
2
τ2(〈τ1, τ3〉)− (−1)
p(τ3)(p(τ1)+p(τ2))
1
2
τ3(〈τ1, τ2〉)+
+(−1)p(τ1)p(τ2)〈τ2, c(τ1, τ3)〉+ (−1)
p(τ3)(p(τ1)+p(τ2))〈τ3, c(τ1, τ2)〉 (A4)
dLiec(τ1, τ2, τ3) = −
1
2
∂
{
〈[τ1, τ2], τ3〉+ (−1)
p(τ2)p(τ3)〈[τ1, τ3], τ2〉−
−(−1)p(τ1)(p(τ2)+p(τ3))〈[τ2, τ3], τ1〉 − τ1(〈τ2, τ3〉) + (−1)
p(τ1)p(τ2)τ2(〈τ1, τ3〉)−
−(−1)p(τ3)(p(τ1)+p(τ2))2〈τ3, c(τ1, τ2)〉
}
(A5)
where dLie is defined by (2.2.2).
2.4. All the constructions of [GII] generalize to the Z/(2)-graded case in an
obvious manner.
§3. Some formulas
3.1. Let A be a smooth k-algebra of relative dimension n, such that the A-
module T = Derk(A) is free and admits a base {τ¯i} consisting of commuting vector
fields. Let E be a free A-module of rank m, with a base {φα}. We shall call the
set g = {τ¯i; φα} ⊂ A⊕ E a frame of (A,E).
Consider a commutative A-superalgebra ΛE = ⊕mi=0 Λ
i
A(E) where the parity of
ΛiA(E) is equal to the parity of i. Each frame g as above gives rise to a ΛE-base
{τi; ψα} of the Lie superalgebroid TΛE = Derk(ΛE), defined as follows. We extend
the fields τ¯i to derivations τi of the whole superalgebra ΛE by the rule
τi(a) = τ¯i(a); τi(
∑
aαφα) =
∑
τ¯i(aα)φα (3.1.1)
6(Note that this extension depends on a choice of a base {φα} of the module E.)
The fields {τi} form a ΛE-base of the even part T
ev
ΛE .
We define the odd vector fields ψα ∈ T
odd
ΛE by
ψα(
∑
aνφν) = aα; ψα(a) = 0 (3.1.2)
These fields form a ΛE-base of T oddΛE .
Let {ωi; ρα} be the dual base of the module of 1-superforms ΩΛE = Hom
ev
ΛE(TΛE ,ΛE),
defined by
〈τi, ωj〉 = δij ; 〈ψα, ρβ〉 = δαβ ; 〈τi, ρα〉 = 〈ψα, ωi〉 = 0 (3.1.3)
3.2. Let us describe the effect of a change of frame. Let g′ = {τ¯ ′i ; φ
′
α} be another
frame, with τ¯ ′i = g
ij τ¯j ; φ
′
α = A
αβφβ , g = (g
ij) ∈ GLn(A), A = (A
αβ) ∈ GLm(A).
The corresponding new bases τ ′i , etc. look as follows.
τ ′i = g
ipτp + g
iαγφγψα (3.2.1)
where
giαγ = giqτq(A
−1αµ)Aµγ (3.2.2)
Next,
ψ′α = A
−1µαψµ (3.2.3)
ω′i = g
−1piωp (3.2.4)
ρ′α = τi(A
αγ)φγωi +A
αµρµ (3.2.5)
Formulas for the inverse transformation:
τq = g
−1qiτ ′i + τq(A
αγ)φγψ
′
α (3.2.6)
ψβ = A
αβψ′α (3.2.7)
ωj = g
pjω′p (3.2.8)
ρβ = A
−1βαρ′α + g
pβγφγω
′
p (3.2.9)
These formulas show that T is canonically an A-module quotient of TΛE and Ω =
HomA(T,A) is canonically an A-submodule of ΩΛE . In fact the whole de Rham
complex Ω·A is canonically the subcomplex of Ω
·
ΛE .
3.3. Recall that
gipτp(g
jq) = gjpτp(g
iq) (3.3.1)
gipτqτp(g
jq) = gjqτpτq(g
ip) (3.3.2)
and
τp(g
−1qr) = τq(g
−1pr) (3.3.3)
see [GII], 5.4.
7It is easy to see that
tr
{
τp(A)τq(A
−1)
}
= tr
{
τq(A)τp(A
−1)
}
(3.3.4)
Using (3.3.1) and (3.3.4) one sees easily that
gipτp(g
jνν) = gjqτq(g
iνν) (3.3.5)
3.4. Let A = AΛE;g be the vertex superalgebroid corresponding to the frame g.
We have the following identities in A:
γ-formulas
γ(a, bτi) = −τi(a)∂b− τi(b)∂a (3.4.1)
γ(a, bφνψµ) = δνµb∂a (3.4.2)
γ(aφβ , bψµ) = δβµa∂b (3.4.3)
〈, 〉-formulas
〈aτi, bτj〉 = −bτiτj(a)− aτjτi(b)− τi(b)τj(a) (3.4.4)
〈aφαψβ , bτi〉 = δα,βbτi(a) (3.4.5)
〈aφαψβ , φα′ψβ′〉 = abδβα′δβ′α (3.4.6)
c-formulas
c(aτi, bτj) =
1
2
{τi(b)∂τj(a)− τj(a)∂τi(b)}+
1
2
∂{bτiτj(a)− aτjτi(b)} (3.4.7)
c(aφαψµ, bφβψν) =
δµβδνα
2
{
a∂b− b∂a
}
(3.4.8)
c(aφαψµ, bτi) = −
δµα
2
∂
{
bτi(a)
}
(3.4.9)
c(aτi, bψα) = c(aφαψµ, bψν) = 0 (3.4.10)
3.5. Let g′ be another frame as in 3.2. We have
γ(a, τ ′p) = γ(a, g
pqτq + g
pµνφνψµ) =
= −τq(a)∂g
pq − τq(g
pq)∂a+ gpµµ∂a (3.5.1)
γ(aφ′µ, ψ
′
α) = γ(aA
µβφβ , A
−1ναψν) = aA
µβ∂A−1βα (3.5.2)
Next,
〈τ ′i , τ
′
j〉 = 〈g
ipτp + g
iµαφαψµ, g
jqτq + g
jνβφβψν〉 =
8= −2gipτqτp(g
jq)− τp(g
jq)τq(g
ip)+
+2gipτp(g
jνν) + gipgjqτp(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γσ)Aσµ (3.5.3)
and
〈τ ′i , ψ
′
α〉 = 〈ψ
′
α, ψ
′
β〉 = 0 (3.5.4)
Finally,
c(τ ′i , τ
′
j) =
1
2
{
τp(g
jq)∂τq(g
ip)− τq(g
ip)∂τp(g
jq)
}
+
1
2
{
giµν∂gjνµ − gjνµ∂giµν
}
(3.5.5)
and
c(τ ′i , ψ
′
α) = c(ψ
′
α, ψ
′
β) = 0 (3.5.6)
§4. Chern-Simons term
This Section is parallel to [GII], Section 5.
4.1. We keep the setup of the previous section. Let A = AΛE;g, A
′ = AΛE;g′
(resp., B = BΛE;g, B
′ = BΛE;g′) be the vertex superalgebroids (resp. prealgebroids)
corresponding to our frames.
As in [GII], 5.5 we have a canonical isomorphism
g = gg,g′ = (IdΛE , IdTΛE , IdΩΛE , h) : B
′ ∼−→ B (4.1.1)
where
h = hg,g′ : TΛE −→ ΩΛE (4.1.2)
is defined by the condition
〈x′, h(y′)〉 = −
1
2
〈x′, y′〉, x′, y′ ∈ {τ ′i} ∪ {ψ
′
α} (4.1.3)
Using (3.5.3) and (3.5.4) we find the following explicit formulas for h:
h(τ ′i) = h
ijωj ; h(ψ
′
α) = 0 (4.1.4)
where hij = hijΩ − h
ij
E ,
hijΩ = τpτj(g
ip) +
1
2
τq(g
ip)τp(g
rq)g−1jr (4.1.5)
cf. [GII], (5.7.2), and
hijE = τj(g
iνν) +
1
2
giqτj(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γν)Aνµ (4.1.6)
The meaning of the notation hΩ will become clear below, see §6.
94.2. We have
A = g∗A
′
·
+ b (4.2.1)
where the closed 3-form b ∈ Ω3,clΛE is defined by
b(x′, y′) = c(x′, y′)− x′(h(y′)) + (−1)p(x
′)p(y′)y′(h(x′)), (4.2.2)
x′, y′ ∈ {ω′i} ∪ {ψ
′
α}, cf. [GII], (5.7.3).
It is easy to see that ψ′α(h(τ
′
i )) = 0; on the other hand we know already that
h(ψ′α) = 0 and c(ψ
′
α, y
′) = 0. It follows that b ∈ Ω3,cl ⊂ Ω3,clΛE .
Next, we have
τ ′i(h(τ
′
j)) = (g
ipτp + g
iαγφγψα)(h
jqωq) =
(note that the second summand is zero)
= (gipτp)(h
jq
Ω ωq) + (g
ipτp)(h
jq
E ωq) = g
ipτp(h
jq
Ω )ωq + h
jp
Ω ∂g
ip−
−gipτp(h
jq
E )ωq − h
jp
E ∂g
ip (4.2.3)
It follows that b = bΩ − bE where bΩ, bE ∈ Ω
3 are given by
bΩ(τ
′
i , τ
′
j) =
1
2
{
τp(g
jq)∂τq(g
ip)− τq(g
ip)∂τp(g
jq)
}
−
−gipτp(h
jq
Ω )ωq − h
jp
Ω ∂g
ip + gjpτp(h
iq
Ω )ωq + h
ip
Ω ∂g
jp (4.2.4)
and
bE(τ
′
i , τ
′
j) = −
1
2
{
giµν∂gjνµ − gjνµ∂giµν
}
−
−gipτp(h
jq
E )ωq + g
jpτp(h
iq
E )ωq − h
jp
E ∂g
ip + hipE ∂g
jp (4.2.5)
The form bΩ has already been computed in [GII], Magic Lemma 5.6 and Theorem
6.4 (b), and is equal to
bΩ(τ
′
i , τ
′
j) = −
1
2
tr
{
g−1τ ′i(g)g
−1τ ′j(g)g
−1τ ′r(g)− g
−1τ ′j(g)g
−1τ ′i(g)g
−1τ ′r(g)
}
ω′r
(4.2.6)
cf. loc.cit. (5.5.3) and (6.4.2). Note that bΩ is closed, hence bE is closed.
4.3. Magic Lemma. We have
bE(τ
′
i , τ
′
j) = −
1
2
tr
{
A−1τ ′i(A)A
−1τ ′j(A)A
−1τ ′r(A)−A
−1τ ′j(A)A
−1τ ′i(A)A
−1τ ′r(A)
}
ω′r
(4.3.1)
Proof. Let us denote the six terms in (4.2.5) by A,A′, B,B′, C and C′. We have
A = −
1
2
giqτq(A
−1µα)Aαντr
{
gjpτp(A
−1νβ)Aβµ
}
ωr =
10
= −
1
2
giqτq(A
−1µα)Aαν
{
τr(g
jp)τp(A
−1νβ)Aβµωr + g
jpτrτp(A
−1νβ)Aβµωr+
+gjpτp(A
−1νβ)τr(A
βµ)ωr
}
Next,
B = −
1
2
gipτp
{
gjqτr(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γν)Aνµ
}
ωr − g
ipτpτr(g
jνν)ωr =
= −
1
2
gipτp(g
jq)τr(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γν)Aνµωr−
1
2
gipgjqτpτr(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γν)Aνµωr−
−
1
2
gipgjqτr(A
−1µβ)τp(A
βγ)τq(A
−1γν)Aνµωr−−
1
2
gipgjqτr(A
−1µβ)Aβγτpτq(A
−1γν)Aνµωr−
−
1
2
gipgjqτr(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γν)τp(A
νµ)ωr − g
ipτpτr(g
jνν)ωr
Finally,
C = −
1
2
gjqτp(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γν)Aνµτr(g
ip)ωr − τr(g
ip)τp(g
jνν)ωr
We see that A1 = −C1′, A2 = −B′2, B1 = −B′1 (by (3.4.6)), B2 = −A′2, B4 =
−B′4 and C1 = −A′1. Next,
B6 + C2 = −τr
{
gipτp(g
jνν)
}
,
so B6 + C2 = −B′6− C′2 by (3.3.5).
So we are left with three terms: A3, B3 and B5 and their primed partners. It is
easy to see that
A3 = B3 = −B5 = −
1
2
tr
{
A−1τ ′i(A)A
−1τ ′j(A)A
−1τ ′r(A)
}
ω′r,
which implies the Lemma. △
§5. Atiyah term
This section is parallel to [GII], Section 6.
5.1. We keep the setup of the previous section. Let us denote by TΛE =
(ΛE, TΛE ,ΩΛE , ∂) the extended vertex superalgebroid Lie corresponding to our
data.
Let g′′ = {τ¯ ′′i , φ
′′
α} be a third frame of (A,E), with τ¯
′′
i = g
′ij τ¯ ′j , φ
′′
α = A
′αβφ′β .
We have the corresponding new bases of TΛE and ΩΛE given by
τ ′′i = g
′ipτ ′p + g
′iαγφ′γψ
′
α (5.1.1)
where
g′iαγ = g′iqτ ′q(A
′−1αµ)A′µγ (5.1.2)
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ψ′′α = A
′−1µαψ′µ (5.1.3)
ω′′i = g
′−1piω′p (5.1.4)
ρ′′α = τ
′
i(A
′αγ)φ′γω
′
i +A
′αµρ′µ (5.1.5)
5.2. Let A′′ = AΛE,g′′ (resp. B
′′ = BΛE;g′′) be the vertex superalgebroid (resp.
prealgebroid) corresponding to the third frame. We have canonical isomorphisms
B′′
g
g′,g′′
∼
−→ B′
g
g,g′
∼
−→ B
as well as the morphism gg,g′′ : B
′′ ∼−→ B over IdTΛE , given by functions hg,g′ , hg′,g′′ , hg,g′′ ,
and we are aiming to compute the discrepancy
a = ag,g′,g′′ := hg,g′ + hg′,g′′ − hg,g′′ ∈ Ω
2
ΛE (5.2.1)
Note that
γ(a, bψµ) = −ψµ(a)∂b− ψµ(b)∂a = 0 (5.2.2)
(in A), hence
hg,g′(aψ
′
µ) = ahg,g′(ψ
′
µ)− γ(a, ψ
′
µ) = 0 (5.2.3)
therefore
hg,g′(ψ
′′
α) = hg,g′(A
′−1µαψ′µ) = 0 (5.2.4)
It follows that
a(ψ′′α) = 0 (5.2.5)
5.3. Let us denote for brevity h := hg,g′ , h
′ = hg′,g′′ , h
′′ = hg,g′′ .
We have
h(aτ ′p) = ah(τ
′
p)− γ(a, τ
′
p) =
= ahprωr + τq(a)∂g
pq + τq(g
pq)∂a− gpµµ∂a (5.3.1)
and
h(aφ′γψ
′
α) = −aA
γβ∂A−1βα (5.3.2)
Thus we get
h(τ ′′i ) = h(g
′ipτ ′p + g
′iαγφ′γψ
′
α) =
= g′iphprΩ ωr − g
′iphprE ωr + τq(g
′ip)∂gpq + τq(g
pq)∂g′ip−
−gpµµ∂g′ip − g′iαγAγβ∂A−1βα (5.3.3)
It follows that
a = aΩ − aE (5.3.4)
where
aΩ(τ
′′
i ) = g
′iphprΩ ωr + τq(g
′ip)∂gpq + τq(g
pq)∂g′ip + h′ipΩ ω
′
p − h
′′ir
Ω ωr (5.3.5)
and
aE(τ
′′
i ) = g
′iphprE ωr + g
pµµ∂g′ip + g′iαγAγβ∂A−1βα + h′ipE ω
′
p − h
′′ir
E ωr (5.3.6)
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The form aΩ has already been computed in [GII], Section 6. Namely, by Theorem
6.4 (a) from op. cit.,
aΩ(τ
′′
i ) =
1
2
tr
{
g′−1τ ′′i (g
′)τ ′′s (g)g
−1 − g′−1τ ′′s (g
′)τ ′′i (g)g
−1
}
ω′′s (5.3.7)
5.4. Let us compute aE(τ
′′
i ). Let us denote the five terms in the rhs of (5.3.6)
by A,B,C,D and E. Thus,
A = g′iphprE ωr =
1
2
g′ipgpqτr(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γν)Aνµωr + g
′ipτr(g
pνν)ωr (5.4.1)
B = gpµµ∂g′ip = gpqτq(A
−1µα)Aαµτr(g
′ip)ωr (5.4.2)
C = g′iαγAγβ∂A−1βα = g′ipτ ′p(A
′−1αµ)A′µγAγβτr(A
−1βα)ωr (5.4.3)
D = h′ijE ω
′
j =
1
2
g′isτ ′j(A
′−1µβ)A′βγτ ′s(A
′−1γν)A′νµg−1rjωr + τ
′
j(g
′iνν)g−1rjωr =
=
1
2
g′isτr(A
′−1µβ)A′βγgsqτq(A
′−1γν)A′νµωr+τr
{
g′ipgpqτq(A
′−1νµ)Aµν
}
ωr (5.4.4)
and
E = −h′′irωr = −
1
2
(g′g)iqτr
(
(A′A)−1µβ
)
(A′A)βγτq
(
(A′A)−1γν
)
(A′A)νµωr−τr(g
′′iνν) =
= −
1
2
(g′g)iq
{
τr(A
−1µσ)A′−1σβ +A−1µστr(A
′−1σβ)
}
A′βρAργ×
×
{
τq(A
−1γδ)A′−1δν +A−1γδτq(A
′−1δν)
}
A′νǫAǫµωr − τr(g
′′iνν) =
= −
1
2
g′ipgpq
{
τr(A
−1µσ)Aσγτq(A
−1γδ)Aδµωr + τr(A
−1µσ)τq(A
′−1σν)A′νǫAǫµωr+
+τr(A
′−1σβ)A′βρAργτq(A
−1γσ)ωr + τr(A
′−1σβ)A′βρτq(A
′−1ρν)A′νσωr
}
−
−τr
{
(g′g)iqτq
(
(A′A)−1νµ
)
(A′A)µν
}
ωr (5.4.5)
We see that A1 = −E1, C = −2E2, D1 = −E4. It is easy to see that A2+D2+E5 =
−B.
Finally,
C+ E2 =
1
2
tr
{
A′−1τ ′′i (A
′)τ ′′r (A)A
−1
}
ω′′r (5.4.6)
and
E3 = −
1
2
tr
{
A′−1τ ′′r (A
′)τ ′′i (A)A
−1
}
ω′′r (5.4.7)
So, we have proven
5.5. Lemma. The form aE is given by
aE(τ
′′
i ) =
1
2
tr
{
A′−1τ ′′i (A
′)τ ′′r (A)A
−1 −A′−1τ ′′r (A
′)τ ′′i (A)A
−1
}
ω′′r (5.5.1)
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Combining 4.3 and 5.5 we get
5.6. Theorem. (a) The cocycle ag,g′,g′′ is given by
ag,g′,g′′(τ
′′
i ) =
1
2
tr
{
g′−1τ ′′i (g
′)τ ′′r (g)g
−1 − g′−1τ ′′r (g
′)τ ′′i (g)g
−1
}
ω′′r−
−
1
2
tr
{
A′−1τ ′′i (A
′)τ ′′r (A)A
−1 −A′−1τ ′′r (A
′)τ ′′i (A)A
−1
}
ω′′r (5.6.1)
(b) The 3-form bg,g′ is given by
bg,g′(τ
′
i , τ
′
j) = −
1
2
tr
{
g−1τ ′i(g)g
−1τ ′j(g)g
−1τ ′r(g)− g
−1τ ′j(g)g
−1τ ′i(g)g
−1τ ′r(g)
}
ω′r+
+
1
2
tr
{
A−1τ ′i(A)A
−1τ ′j(A)A
−1τ ′r(A)−A
−1τ ′j(A)A
−1τ ′i(A)A
−1τ ′r(A)
}
ω′r (5.6.2)
5.7. Lemma. Let E∗ = HomA(E,A) be the dual module. We have
(aE∗ , bE∗) = (aE , bE) (5.7.1)
Indeed, this follows from the easy identities
tr
{
Atτi((A
t)−1)Atτj((A
t)−1)Atτr((A
t)−1)
}
= −tr
{
A−1τr(A)A
−1τj(A)A
−1τi(A)
}
(5.7.2)
and
tr
{
Atτi((A
t)−1τj((B
t)−1)Bt
}
= tr
{
A−1τi(A)τj(B)B
−1
}
(5.7.3)
5.8. Let us pass to the global situation. Let X be a smooth variety over k
and E be a vector bundle over X . As in [GII], we define the gerbe DΛE of chiral
differential operators on ΛE over X .
Its characteristic class c(DΛE) will belong to the second hypercohomologyH
2(X ; Ω
[2,3〉
ΛE )
(in obvious notations). Recall that we have a canonical imbedding of de Rham com-
plexes
Ω·X →֒ Ω
·
ΛE (5.8.1)
In [GII], 7.6 we have defined the ”Atiyah-Chern-Simons” characteristic class c(E) ∈
H2(X ; Ω
[2,3〉
X ); let us denote by c(E)ΛE its image in H
2(X ; Ω
[2,3〉
ΛE ).
The theorem below is an immediate consequence Theorem 5.6 and Lemma 5.7.
5.9. Theorem. The class c(DΛE) is equal to
c(DΛE) = c(ΘX)− c(E) = c(Ω
1
X)− c(E) (5.9.1)
where ΘX is the tangent bundle.
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§6. Chiral de Rham complex
6.1. Let us return to the local situation 3.1, 4.1. Let E be equal to the module
of vector fields T . Given a base {τ¯i} consisting of commuting vector fields, we get
a frame g = {τ¯i;φi := τ¯i} of (A,E). Let us call such frames natural.
Let g, g′ be two natural frames, with transition matrices as in 3.2. By definition,
(Ars) = (grs). Therefore the coefficients giαγ (3.2.2) are given by
giαγ = giqτq(g
−1αµ)gµγ = giqτα(g
−1qµ)gµγ =
= −τα(g
iq)g−1qµgµγ = −τα(g
iγ) (6.1.1)
where we have used (3.3.3). Consequently the function hE (4.1.6) is given by
hijE = −τjτν(g
iν) +
1
2
giqτj(g
−1µβ)gβγτq(g
−1γν)gνµ (6.1.2)
The second summand is equal to
−
1
2
giqτj(g
−1µβ)τq(g
βγ)g−1γνgνµ = −
1
2
giqτj(g
−1µβ)τq(g
βµ) =
= −
1
2
giqτµ(g
−1jβ)τq(g
βµ) = −
1
2
τµ(g
−1jβ)gβqτq(g
iµ) =
1
2
g−1jβτµ(g
βq)τq(g
iµ)
(6.1.3)
We see that the first summand in (6.1.2) is equal to minus the first summand of
(4.1.5), and second summand of (6.1.2) is equal to the second summand of (4.1.5).
Thus
hij = 2τpτj(g
ip) (6.1.4)
If g, g′, g′′ are natural frames of (A, T ) then Theorem 5.6 says that ag,g′,g′′ = bg,g′ =
0. This means that
the chiral superalgebroid AΛT ;g does not depend, up to a canonical isomorphism,
on the choice of the base {τ¯i}. In other words, we have a canonically defined chiral
algebroid AΛT .
Passing to chiral envelopes, we get a canonically defined chiral (vertex) superal-
gebra DchΛT of chiral differential operators on T .
It follows that
for each smooth variety X we have a canonically defined sheaf of chiral superal-
gebras DchΛΘX . These Zariski sheaves form in fact a sheaf in the e´tale topology.
The gluing functions for this sheaf are given explicitly by (6.1.4).
6.2. Lemma. In the situation 4.1, consider the function hE
hijE = τj(g
iνν) +
1
2
giqτj(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γν)Aνµ (6.2.1)
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The function hE∗ associated with the dual module E
∗ is given by
hijE∗ = −τj(g
iνν) +
1
2
giqτj(A
−1µβ)Aβγτq(A
−1γν)Aνµ (6.2.2)
This follows from the identities
tr
{
τi(A
t)A−1
}
= −tr
{
τi(A
−1)A
}
(6.2.3)
and
tr
{
τi(A
t)A−1τj(A
t)A−1
}
= tr
{
τi(A
−1)Aτj(A
−1)A
}
(6.2.4)
(cf. (5.7.2), (5.7.3)).
6.3. Let E be the module of 1-forms Ω = Ω1A/k; its exterior algebra is the de
Rham algebra of differential forms Ω· = Ω·A/k. Frames of the form g = {τ¯i, φi := ωi}
will be called natural.
If g, g′ are natural frames then formulas (6.1.2) and (6.1.3), together with the
previous lemma, show that hijE = h
ij
Ω where hΩ is given by (4.1.5). (Of course one
easily checks this directly.) This explains the notation for hijΩ ).
In other words, we arrive at an interesting conclusion.
6.4. Theorem. The matrices h = (hij) defined in 4.1 are equal to 0 if E = Ω
and frames g, g′ are natural.
6.4.1. Warning. The functions hg,g′ are nonzero since they are not linear.
6.5. On the other hand, Theorem 5.6 together Lemma 5.7 say that aE and bE
are 0 for E = Ω (for natural frames g, g′, g′′ of (A,Ω)). This gives us a canonically
defined chiral superalgebroid AΩ· . Its vertex envelope will be denoted D
ch
Ω· and
called the chiral algebra of differential operators on Ω·.
This implies
6.6. Theorem. For each smooth variety X the construction 6.2 - 6.5 gives a
canonically defined sheaf of chiral superalgebras DchΩ·
X
. These Zariski sheaves form
a sheaf in the e´tale topology.
6.7. The de Rham differential may be considered as an odd first order differential
operator acting on Ω·X (and commuting with itself).
In coordinates, if g = {τ¯i;φi := ωi} is a natural frame of (A,Ω), it is given by
Qcl
g
= φiτi (6.7.1)
(cl is for ”classical”). Let us check the independence of (6.7.1) on the choice of a
frame. Let g′ = {τ¯ ′i ;ω
′
i} be another natural frame, τ¯
′
i = g
ij τ¯i; ω
′
i = g
−1piωp (cf.
(3.2.4)).
Using (3.2.1) we have
Qcl
g′
= φ′iτ
′
i = g
−1piφp
{
giqτq + g
irsφsψr
}
(6.7.2)
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where
gipq = girτr(g
sp)g−1qs = gsrτr(g
ip)g−1qs = τq(g
ip) (6.7.3)
(we have used (3.3.1)). So,
Qcl
g′
= φpτp + g
−1pigirsφsψr = Q
cl
g
+ g−1piτs(g
ir)φpφsψr (6.7.4)
Note that
g−1piτs(g
ir) = −τs(g
−1pi)gir
which is symmetric under the permutation of p with s, due to (3.3.3); therefore the
second summand in (6.7.4) is zero, i.e. Qcl
g
= Qclg′ .
Thus, Qcl is a correctly defined odd element of DΩ· . It is obvious from (6.7.1)
that [Qcl, Qcl] = 0.
6.8. Let us investigate the chiral counterpart of Qcl. Let us define an odd
element Qg (of conformal weight 1) of the vertex superalgebra D
ch
Ω·;g := UAΩ·;g by
Qg = φi(−1)τi (6.8.1)
Let g′ be another natural frame as in 6.7. Due to Theorem 6.4, the element Qg′
goes under the canonical isomorphism DchΩ·;g′ = D
ch
Ω·;g to
Qg′ = φ
′
i(−1)τ
′
i = φ
′
iτ
′
i − γ(φ
′
i, τ
′
i) (6.8.2)
cf. [GII], (3.3.1).
6.9. Lemma. We have (in DΩ·;g)
γ(φ′i, τ
′
i) = −∂
{
tr
(
τr(g)g
−1
)
φr
}
(6.9.1)
6.10. Before the proof, let us write down useful formulas
γ(aφr, bτi) = −τi(a)φr∂b− τi(b)∂(aφr) (6.10.1)
and
γ(aφr, bφsψp) = −δrpa∂(bφs) + δspb∂(aφr) (6.10.2)
6.11. Proof of 6.9. We have
γ(φ′i, τ
′
i) = γ(g
−1qiφq, g
ipτp + g
isrφrψs)
where
γ(g−1qiφq, g
ipτp) = −τp(g
−1qi)φq∂g
ip − τp(g
ip)∂(g−1qiφq) (6.11.1)
and
γ(g−1qiφq, g
isrφrψs) = −g
−1qi∂(giqrφr) + g
irr∂(g−1qi)φq (6.11.2)
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Since girr = τr(g
ir), the second summands in (6.11.1) and (6.11.2) cancel out. On
the other hand, the first term in (6.11.1) is equal to
−τq(g
−1ri)τs(g
iq)ωsφr = −τr(g
−1si)τs(g
iq)ωsφr =
= g−1qaτr(g
ab)g−1biτs(g
iq)ωsφr = −τr(g
ab)τs(g
−1ba)ωsφr = −τr(g
ab)∂(g−1ba)φr
Therefore
γ(φ′i, τ
′
i) = −τr(g
ab)∂(g−1ba)φr − g
−1ba∂
{
τr(g
ab)φr
}
= −∂
{
τr(g
ab)g−1baφr
}
,
QED.
6.12. From (6.8.1) we have Qg = φiτi, and from 6.7 φ
′
iτ
′
i = φiτi. Therefore,
(6.8.2) and Lemma 6.9 imply
6.13. Theorem. We have
Qg′ = Qg + ∂
{
tr
(
τr(g)g
−1
)
φr
}
(6.13.1)
6.14. Consider the field Qg(z) acting on the vertex algebraD
ch
Ω· . Due to (6.13.1),
its zeroth component Qg0 does not depend on the choice of the frame g. Therefore
we get a canonical operator Q0 acting on D
ch
Ω· .
Since it is a zeroth component of a field, it is a derivation of the vertex algebra,
and it is obvious from the local definition (6.8.1) that [Q0, Q0] = 0.
Consequently, for each smooth variety X we get a canonical odd derivation Q0X
of the sheaf DchΩ·
X
, such that [Q0X , Q0X ] = 0. The pair (D
ch
Ω·
X
, Q0X) is the chiral de
Rham complex from [MSV].
Our Theorem 6.13 is a version of op. cit., (4.1c).
6.15. In the situation 6.4, consider an even element Jg of conformal weight 1 of
the algebra DchΩ·;g, given by
Jg = φi(−1)ψi = φiψi (6.15.1)
After a change of frame as in loc. cit., we get an element
Jg′ = φ
′
i(−1)ψ
′
i = φ
′
iψ
′
i − γ(φ
′
i, ψ
′
i) (6.15.2)
where we have again used Theorem 6.4. We have
φ′iψ
′
i = g
−1piφpg
iqψq = φpψp = Jg
(see (3.2.3)). On the other hand, by (3.4.3)
γ(φ′i, ψ
′
i) = γ(g
−1piφp, g
iqψq) = δpqg
−1pi∂giq = g−1pi∂gip = tr(g−1∂g)
Thus
Jg′ = Jg − tr(g
−1∂g) (6.15.3)
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6.16. Consider an odd element Gg of conformal weight 2 given by
Gg = ψi(−1)ωi (6.16.1)
In the frame g′,
Gg′ = (g
iqψq)(−1)(g
−1siωs)
Note that ψq(j)a = 0 for j ≥ 0 (everything happens in D), hence it follows from
the commutativity formula (1.3.1) that
aψq = a(−1)ψq = ψq(−1)a (6.16.2)
Therefore by ”associativity” (1.2.5)
(aψq)(−1)(bωs) = (ψq(−1)a)(−1)(bωs) = ψq(−1)a(−1)bωs = ψq(−1)(abωs) (6.16.3)
Therefore
Gg′ = ψq(−1)g
iqg−1siωs = ψs(−1)ωs = Gg (6.16.6)
6.17. Let us investigate the Virasoro element. Define an even element Lg of
conformal weight 2 by
Lg = L(b)g + L(f)g (6.17.1)
where
L(b)g = ωi(−1)τi (6.17.2)
((b) is for ”bosonic”) and
L(f)g = ρi(−1)ψi (6.17.3)
((f) is for ”fermionic”), cf. [MSV], (2.3a).
6.18. We have
(aωs)(−1)(bτp) = ωs(−1)
{
abτp + τp(a)∂b+ τp(b)∂a
}
− ∂ωs(−1)bτp(a) (6.18.1)
Indeed, it follows from ”associativity” (1.2.5) that
(aωs)(−1)(bτp) = (ωs(−1)a)(−1)(bτp) = ωs(−1)a(−1)(bτp) + ωs(−2)a(0)(bτp)+
+a(−2)ωs(0)(bτp)
Next,
a(−1)(bτp) = abτp − γ(a, bτp) = abτp + τp(a)∂b+ τp(b)∂a
(see [GII] (3.3.1));
a(0)(bτp) = −bτp(0)a = −bτp(a)
(see [GII] (3.3.2)). Finally
ωs(0)(bτp) = −(bτp)(0)ωs + ∂〈bτp, ωs〉
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where
(bτp)(0)ωs = (bτp)(ωs) = 〈τp, ωs〉∂b = δps∂b
by (1.1.3), since
τp(ωs) = 0, (6.18.2)
and 〈bτp, ωs〉 = bδps. This implies
ωs(0)(bτp) = 0 (6.18.3)
Formula (6.18.1) follows.
6.19. We have
(aωs)(−1)(bφαψβ) = ωs(−1)
{
abφαψβ − δαβb∂a
}
(6.19.1)
Indeed, by commutativity and ”associativity” (1.2.5)
(aωs)(−1)(bφαψβ) = (ωs(−1)a)(−1)(bφαψβ) = ωs(−1)a(−1)(bφαψβ)
On the other hand
a(−1)(bφαψβ) = abφαψβ − γ(a, bφαψβ) = abφαψβ − δαβb∂a,
see (3.4.2). This implies (6.19.1).
6.20. We have
L(b)g′ = L(b)g + ωs(−1)
{
τp(g
−1si)∂gip + g−1siτβ(g
iα)φβψα
}
−
−ωs(−2)g
ipτp(g
−1si) (6.20.1)
Indeed, due to Theorem 6.4
L(b)g′ = (g
−1siωs)(−1)
{
gipτp + g
iαβφβψα
}
According to (6.18.1)
(g−1siωs)(−1)(g
ipτp) = ωs(−1)
{
g−1sigipτp + τp(g
−1si)∂gip + τp(g
ip)∂g−1si
}
−
−ωs(−2)g
ipτp(g
−1si)
By (6.18.2)
(g−1siωs)(−1)(g
iαβφβψα) = (g
−1siωs)(−1)(τβ(g
iα)φβψα) =
= ωs(−1)
{
g−1siτβ(g
iα)φβψα − δαβτβ(g
iα)∂g−1si
}
The third term in the first expression cancels out the second term in the second
one, and we get (6.20.1).
6.21. We have
(aρµ)(−1)(bψν) = ρµ(−1)abψν (6.21.1)
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Indeed,
(aρµ)(−1)(bψν) = (ρµ(−1)a)(−1)(bψν) = ρµ(−1)abψν + a(−2)ρµ(0)bψν
and by commutativity
ρµ(0)bψν = (bψν)(ρµ)− ∂
{
(bψν)(1)ρµ
}
= δνµ∂b− δνµ∂b = 0,
cf. (6.18.3). This implies (6.21.1).
6.22. We have
(aφγωi)(−1)(bψν) = ωi(−1)
{
abφγψν − δγνa∂b
}
+ δνγωi(−2)ab (6.22.1)
Indeed,
(aφγωi)(−1)(bψν) = (ωi(−1)aφγ)(−1)(bψν) = ωi(−1)(aφγ)(−1)bψν+ωi(−2)(aφγ)(0)bψν
where
(aφγ)(−1)bψν = aφγbψν − γ(aφγ , bψν) = abφγψν − δγνa∂b,
cf. (3.4.3), and
(aφγ)(0)bψν = (bψν)(aφγ) = abδνγ
6.23. We have
L(f)g′ = L(f)g + ωi(−1)
{
τi(g
−1γα)gανφγψν − τi(g
−1γα)∂gαγ
}
+ ωi(−2)τi(g
−1γα)gαγ
(6.23.1)
Indeed,
L(f)g′ = ρ
′
α(−1)ψ
′
α =
{
g−1µαρµ + τi(g
−1γα)φγωi
}
(−1)
(gανψν)
By (6.21.1)
(g−1µαρµ)(−1)(g
ανψν) = ρµ(−1)g
−1µαgανψν = L(f)g
and by (6.22.1)
(τi(g
−1γα)φγωi)(−1)(g
ανψν) = ωi(−1)
{
τi(g
−1γα)gανφγψν − τi(g
−1γα)∂gαγ
}
+
+ωi(−2)τi(g
−1γα)gαγ
6.24. Comparing (6.20.1) and (6.23.1) we see easily that
Lg′ = L(b)g′ + L(f)g′ = L(b)g + L(f)g = Lg (6.24.1)
Let us collect our computations of transformation rules.
6.25. Theorem. Let g, g′ be two natural frames of (A,Ω). Consider 4 elements
of the vertex superalgebra DchΩ·;g given by
Qg = φi(−1)τi (6.25.1)
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(an odd element of conformal weight 1)
Jg = φi(−1)ψi (6.25.2)
(an even element of conformal weight 1)
Gg = ψi(−1)ωi (6.25.3)
(an odd element of conformal weight 2) and
Lg = ωi(−1)τi + ρi(−1)ψi (6.25.4)
(an even element of conformal weight 2).
After the canonical identification DchΩ·;g′ = D
ch
Ω·;g these elements are transformed
as follows
Qg′ = Qg + ∂
{
tr
(
g−1τr(g)
)
φr
}
(6.25.5)
Jg′ = Jg − tr(g
−1∂g) (6.25.6)
Gg′ = Gg (6.25.7)
and
Lg′ = Lg (6.25.8)
This is a version of [MSV], Theorem 4.2.
§7. Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt
7.1 Let X be a smooth variety and DchΩ·
X
be the sheaf discussed in the previous
section, cf. Theorem 6.6. It is a sheaf of Z≥0-graded vertex algebras, so
DchΩ·
X
= ⊕n∈Z≥0 D
ch
Ω·
X
;n (7.1.1)
where DchΩ·
X
;n denotes the component of conformal weight n.
According to Theorem 6.25 (see (6.25.8)) we have a canonical global section L
of DchΩ·
X
;2. Let L(z) =
∑
Lnz
−n−2 be the corresponding field.
7.1.1. Claim. A local section α ∈ DchΩ·
X
belongs to DchΩ·
X
;n if and only if L0(α) =
nα.
In a uniform notation L(z) =
∑
L(n)z
−n−1 we have L0 = L(1). We shall check
7.1.1 simultaneously with
7.1.2. Claim. The operator L−1 = L(0) coincides with the canonical derivation
∂ of the vertex algebra DchΩ·
X
.
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Both statements are local, so we may assume we are in the local situation 6.17.
Note that the operator L(0) is a derivation with respect to the operation (−1):
L(0)(x(−1)y) = (L(0)x)(−1)y + x(−1)L(0)y (7.1.2)
Therefore it suffices to check 7.1.2 on the generators a, τi, ωi, ψi, ρi of the vertex
algebroid AΩ·;g, which is done by a simple explicit computation.
It follows from the associativity formula (1.2.4) that
L(1)y(−1)z = (L(1)y)(−1)z + y(−1)L(1)z + L(0)y(0)z − y(0)L(0)z =
= (L(1)y)(−1)z + y(−1)L(1)z (7.1.3)
since
L(0)y(0)z − y(0)L(0)z = ∂(y(0)z)− y(0)∂z = 0
In other words, L(1) is a derivation of (−1). Therefore it suffices to check 7.1.1 on
the generators of AΩ·;g as above, which is straightforward.
7.2. In the local situation 6.1, consider the local algebra DchΩ·;g = UAΩ·;g. Let
us introduce a Z-grading
DchΩ·;g = ⊕p∈Z D
ch;p
Ω·;g (7.2.1)
to be called fermionic charge. For an element x ∈ DchΩ·;g let us denote its fermionic
charge (to be defined) by F (x) ∈ Z. It is defined uniquely by the following condi-
tions:
(a) F (a) = F (τi) = F (ωi) = 0; F (φi) = F (ρi) = −F (ψi) = 1;
(b) F (x(−1)y) = F (x) + F (y).
Due to the transformation formulas (3.2.1) - (3.2.5) this grading is obviously
preserved under a change of frames. Therefore in the situation of 7.1 the sheaf
DchΩ·
X
gets a canonical Z-grading
DchΩ·
X
= ⊕p∈Z D
ch;p
Ω·
X
(7.2.2)
Note that parity is equal to fermionic charge modulo 2.
Here is another way to define the grading (7.2.2). First notice a simple
7.2.1. Lemma. Let A = (A, T,Ω, ∂, . . . ) be a vertex (super)algebroid. For
every invertible element a ∈ A the operator (a−1∂a)(0) acting on UA is trivial.
Proof. Obviously this operator is trivial on A = UA0. Let x ∈ UA1 and τ ∈ T
be its image under the canonical projection UA1 −→ T . We have
(a−1∂a)(0)x = −x(0)a
−1∂a+ ∂(x(1)a
−1∂a) = −τ(a−1∂a) + ∂〈τ, a−1∂a〉 =
= a−2τ(a)∂a− a−1∂τ(a) + ∂(a−1τ(a)) = 0,
so (a−1∂a)(0) is trivial on UA1. Therefore it is trivial on the whole algebra UA
since (?)(0) is a derivation of the operation (−1). △
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Applying this lemma to a = det(g) in the formula (6.25.6) we see that the
component J0;g of the field Jg(z) =
∑
Jn;gz
−n−1 is preserved under the change of
frames. Consequently it gives rise to a well defined endomorphism J0 of the sheaf
DchΩ·
X
.
7.2.2. Claim. A local section α ∈ DchΩ·
X
belongs to Dch;pΩ·
X
if and only if J0(α) =
pα.
Indeed, the function F (α) defined by J0(α) = F (α)α obviously satisfies the
condtions (a) and (b) above.
7.3. The two gradings (7.1.1) and (7.2.2) are compatible: if we denote
Dch;pΩ·
X
;n := D
ch
Ω·
X
;n ∩D
ch;p
Ω·
X
(7.3.1)
then
DchΩ·
X
= ⊕n∈Z≥0; p∈Z D
ch;p
Ω·
X
;n (7.3.2)
For a fixed n, only a finite number of sheaves Dch;pΩ·
X
;n are nonzero.
If the ground ring k is a field of characteristic 0 then the sheaves Dch;pΩ·
X
;n and
Dch;n−pΩ·
X
;n are in a certain sense dual to each other, see [MS].
7.4. Starting from this point we assume that k ⊃ Q. According to a (superver-
sion of) the PBW theorem, [GII], Theorem 9.18, the sheaf DchΩ·
X
admits a canonical
filtration such that the associated graded sheaf is canonically isomorphic to
gr(DchΩ·
X
) = SymΩ·
X
{(
⊕n≥1 ΘΩ·
X
(n)
)
⊕
(
⊕n≥1 Ω
1
Ω·
X
(n)
)}
(7.4.1)
Here ΘΩ·
X
(resp. Ω1Ω·
X
) denotes the tangent (resp. the cotangent) bundle of the
supervariety (X,Ω·X), and (?)(n) means that this bundle is put into the conformal
weight n.
The endomorphisms L0 and J0 respect the canonical filtration; hence we get a
canonical finite filtration F· on each homogeneous component D
ch;p
Ω·
X
;n. The graded
quotients FiD
ch;p
Ω·
X
;n/Fi+1D
ch;p
Ω·
X
;n are locally free OX -modules of finite rank (we shall
see this in the course of computations below). This allows us to introduce the
elements of the Grothendieck group K(X) of vector bundles
[Dch;pΩ·
X
;n] :=
∑
i
[FiD
ch;p
Ω·
X
;n/Fi+1D
ch;p
Ω·
X
;n] ∈ K(X) (7.4.2)
Here [E] in the right hand side denotes the class of a vector bundle E in K(X).
Consider the generating function
cl(DchΩ·
X
)(y, q) :=
∑
p,n
[Dch;pΩ·
X
;n]y
pqn ∈ K(X)[y, y−1][[q]] (7.4.3)
7.5. For a vector bundle E over X and an indeterminate x we introduce the
notations
[SxE] =
∞∑
i=0
[SymiOXE] ∈ K(X)[[x]] (7.5.1)
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and
[ΛxE] =
∞∑
i=0
[ΛiOXE] ∈ K(X)[x] (7.5.2)
The following fact was noticed in [BL] (cf. also [W]).
7.6. Theorem (L. Borisov - A. Libgober) We have
cl(DchΩ·
X
)(y, q) = [ΛyΩ
1
X ] ·
∞∏
n=1
{
[SqnΘX ] · [SqnΩ
1
X ] · [Λy−1qnΘX ] · [ΛyqnΩ
1
X ]
}
(7.6.1)
7.7. Proof. Let us understand the bundles ΘΩ·
X
and Ω1Ω·
X
a little bit more
attentively.
Let us consider the local situation 3.1, with E = Ω, so that ΛE = Ω·. All our
frames g will be natural. Let Tψ ⊂ TΩ· be the A-submodule with the base {ψi}.
The coordinate change formula (3.2.3) shows that it is a well defined A-submodule
of T independent on the choice of a frame, canonically isomorphic to T .
We set
TψΩ· = Ω
· ⊗A Tψ ⊂ TΩ·
We denote by TτΩ· the quotient Ω
·-module TΩ·/TψΩ· . Let Tτ ⊂ TτΩ· be the A-
submodule generated by all τi. The formula (3.2.1) shows that Tτ is a well defined
A-module canonically isomorphic to T , and we have
TτΩ· = Ω
· ⊗A Tτ
Returning to our variety X , we see that we get two vector bundles Θψ and Θτ both
isomorphic to ΘX and a canonical short exact sequence
0 −→ ΘψΩ·
X
−→ ΘΩ·
X
−→ ΘτΩ·
X
−→ 0 (7.7.1)
with
ΘψΩ·
X
= Ω·X ⊗OX Θψ; ΘτΩ·X = Ω
·
X ⊗OX Θτ (7.7.2)
Note that Θψ has fermionic charge −1 and Θτ has fermionic charge 0.
Dually, we have two vector bundles Ω1ρ and Ω
1
ω both isomorphic to Ω
1
X and a
canonical short exact sequence
0 −→ Ω1ωΩ·
X
−→ Ω1Ω·
X
−→ Ω1ρΩ·
X
−→ 0 (7.7.3)
with
Ω1ρΩ·
X
= Ω·X ⊗OX Ω
1
ρ; Ω
1
ωΩ·
X
= Ω·X ⊗OX Ω
1
ω (7.7.4)
The bundles Ω1ρ, Ω
1
ω have fermionic charges 1, 0 respectively.
Note that if E is a vector bundle then
SymΩ·
X
(Ω·X ⊗OX E) = Ω
·
X ⊗OX SymOXE (7.7.5)
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Returning to PBW formula (7.4.1) we see that these remarks imply (7.6.1). △
7.8. Starting from this point let us assume that k = C. Consider the formal
power series
θ(y, q) = i−1(y1/2 − y−1/2)q1/8
∞∏
n=1
{
(1 − qn)(1 − yqn)(1 − y−1qn)
}
(7.8.1)
It is nothing but the theta function θ1(h, z) as defined in [HC], II, 2, §10, formula
(3), p. 204, with q = h2 and y = z2.
If f ∈ GL(V ) is an automorphism of a d-dimendional vector space V with
eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λd, we shall denote by θf (y, q) the power series
θf (y, q) =
∏d
i=1 θ(λiy, q)∏d
i=1 θ(λi, q)
(7.8.2)
Let X be a proper smooth d-dimensional algebraic variety; let g : X −→ X be a
simple automorphism, which means by definition that the graph Γg ⊂ X × X is
transversal to the diagonal. This implies that the set Xg if its fixed points is finite.
For each x ∈ Xg denote by gx the induced endomorphism of the cotangent space
Ω1X;x. All eigenvalues of gx are distinct from 1.
7.9. Theorem. Consider the power series
TX;g(y, q) := y
−d/2
∑
a,b,n
(−1)a+bTr(g;Ha(X ;Dch;bΩ·
X
;n))y
bqn (7.9.1)
We have
TX;g(y, q) =
∑
x∈Xg
θgx(y, q) (7.9.2)
7.10. Proof. Recall that according to the Atiyah-Bott holomorphic Lefschetz
fixed point formula, if E is a g-equivariant vector bundle over X then∑
i
(−1)iTr(g;Hi(X ;E)) =
∑
x∈Xg
Tr(g;Ex)
det(1− gx)
(7.10.1)
see [AB], Theorem 4.12. Note that if (V, f) are as in 7.8 then
Tr(g;Symx(V )) =
d∏
i=1
(1 − λix)
−1 = Tr(g; Λ−x(V ))
−1 (7.10.2)
The proof of 7.6 shows that each sheaf Dch;pΩ·
X
;n carries a canonical filtration whose
quotients are vector bundles and the associated graded sheaf is given by the formula
(7.6.1). Therefore we may apply the Lefschetz formula (7.10.1).
Note that since in the expression (7.9.1) the fermionic charge a+ b is taken into
account, we should apply the Lefschetz formula to the element cl(DchΩ·
X
)(−y, q). Due
to (7.10.2) each fixed point x gives a contribution
y−d/2
d∏
i=1
{
1− λiy
1− λi
∞∏
n=1
(1 − λiyq
n)(1− λ−1i y
−1qn)
(1− λiqn)(1 − λ
−1
i q
n)
}
= θgx(y, q)
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where λi are the eigenvalues of gx. This implies the theorem. △.
The reader may wish to compare (7.9.2) with the explicit formulas for the trace of
certain automorphisms of the Frenkel-Lepowsky-Meurman Monster vertex algebra,
cf. [FLM].
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